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1. Recommendations

1.1 That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the restoration of traditional joinery details at  9 – 11 High 
Street, Dilhorne.

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• All new joinery details constructed and detailed as approved 
through the listed building application ref SMD/2016/0722; 

• Colour scheme to be agreed through the listed building 
application process;

• Accurate estimates are obtained following approval of detailed 
constructional drawings and the grant offer revised accordingly, 
if the lowest estimate should fall below £8,000.

1.2 That Members approve a grant of £234 (inc of VAT) or 50 % of eligible 
costs, whichever is the lesser, towards the renovation of the stolen 
milepost on the Leek to Buxton road. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• The base of the milepost shall be reinstated in accordance with 
David Wright’s ‘Sketch Showing Proposed Repairs to Cast Iron 
Milestone, A53 – Leek – Buxton Road’, dated 12th July 2016;

• The repainting of the milepost shall be carried out in accordance 
with the Milestone Society’s ‘Guidance Note on Painting Cast 
Iron Waymarkers’.

1.3 That Members approve a grant of £952.50 (exc VAT) or 50% of eligible 
costs, which ever is the lesser, towards the cost of restoring traditional 
boarded doors at Froghall Wharf Warehouse, Froghall Wharf.



The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• New doors to be manufactured and installed in accordance with 
the listed building consent SMD/2016/0579 and drawings 1618 
AL14 H, AL20 A and AL19 A. Any variations are to be agreed 
with the conservation officer prior to manufacture; 

• Agree the exact details and specification for the finish of the 
doors and signage with the conservation officer.

1.4 That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the cost of renewing and repairing traditional windows and 
doors at the Choir House, Cheddleton.

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• The exact details of the new doors, windows and finishes to be 
agreed with the conservation officer prior to manufacture. 

1.5 That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (exc VAT) towards 
the cost of reinstating Staffordshire Blue tiles to the roof of a residential 
property within the Rudyard Conservation Area. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• That the new tiles to the main roof match the existing tiles to the 
canted bays in terms of materials, colour and size; 

• A sample tile is agreed with the conservation officer prior to 
commencement of works.  

1.6 That Members approve a grant of £2590 (exc VAT) or 50% of eligible 
costs, whichever is the lesser, towards the cost of carrying out 
enhancement works to the Stockton Brook layby. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• Works to be carried out in accordance with the proposed layout 
plan.  

1.7 That Members approve a grant of £307.50 (exc VAT) or 50% of eligible 
costs, which ever is the lesser, towards the cost of installing a stone 
memorial to Thomas Hulme in Endon village. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions. 

1.8 That Members approve a grant contribution of £245 (exc VAT) towards 
the eligible costs of repairing two village interpretation panels. 



The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions. 

1.9 That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the eligible costs of repairing St Edward’s Summer Houses 
estimated to be in the region of £15,000.  

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• That the scope of works and detailed repairs are carried out in 
accordance with the specification of works dated Oct 2016 and 
any variations agreed with the conservation officer; 

• Colour schemes to be agreed with the conservation officer;
• A minimum of two detailed estimates are obtained for the works

and the grant offer revised accordingly, should the works fall 
below £8,000.

2. Summary

2.1 This report allows Members to consider applications for Environmental 
Enhancement Grants for a number of initiatives in the District.

3 Report

3.1 9 – 11 High Street Dilhorne: Restoration of traditional joinery 
details. 

9 – 11 High Street is located in the centre of Dilhorne village and is a 
grade II listed building. It dates from the late 18th century with later 19th 
century alterations and modern flat roof extension to the rear. The 
property has recently changed hands and the new owner has a listed 
building approval to convert the house back into one dwelling. The new 
owner is also keen to reinstate traditional joinery details to some of the 
openings where these have been lost or significantly altered. This 
works affects 9 windows and a front and side door. 

A number of outline estimates have been submitted for the works all of 
which are well in excess of £8,000. The reinstatement of traditional 
joinery details will allow a more coherent and historically accurate 
presentation of this important listed building. It is therefore 
recommended that the reinstatement of traditional joinery details be 
supported and a maximum grant totalling £4,000 is offered.  

Recommendation

That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the restoration of traditional joinery details at 9 – 11 High 
Street, Dilhorne.

 



The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• All new joinery details constructed and detailed as approved 
through the listed building application ref SMD/2016/0722; 

• Colour scheme to be agreed through the listed building 
application process;

• Accurate estimates are obtained, following approval of detailed 
constructional drawings, and the grant offer revised accordingly, 
if the lowest estimate should fall below £8,000.

3.2 Buxton to Leek Mile Post: Repair and reinstatement of stolen mile 
marker

The Leek 6 Buxton 6 Grade II listed bobbin post was stolen in 1985 but 
recently came to light when it was entered in an auction in June 2016. 
The stolen mile post was spotted by members of the Milestone 
Society. The police were alerted and this led to the successful recovery 
of this valued mile post.

The earlier paint coatings have eroded over time, and the bare metal is 
exposed. Whilst there are no signs of damage to the above ground 
section of the casting, the base ‘root’ is missing in its entirety. Eligible 
repair works consist of fixing a new root base, and cleaning and 
preparing the mile post for final decoration. 

 
Two estimates have been received for the works the lowest of which 
totals £466.75. A 50% grant would total £234. The Milestone Society 
have applied and received a 50% grant from the Peak District National 
Park Authority.  The reinstatement of this important listed feature is 
crucial in sustaining the particular road side characteristics and 
features of Staffordshire Moorlands.  

Recommendation

That Members approve a grant of £234 (inc of VAT) or 50 % of eligible 
costs, whichever is the lesser, towards the renovation of the stolen 
milepost on the Leek to Buxton road. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• The base of the milepost shall be repaired in accordance with 
David Wright’s ‘Sketch Showing Proposed Repairs to Cast Iron 
Milestone, A53 – Leek – Buxton Road’, dated 12th July 2016;

• The repainting of the milepost shall be carried out in accordance 
with the Milestone Society’s ‘Guidance Note on Painting Cast 
Iron Waymarkers’.



3.3 Froghall Wharf Warehouse: Reinstatement of traditional doors 

The grant application site comprises the Grade II listed ‘Froghall Wharf 
Warehouse’, which is located adjacent to the Caldon Canal. The 
building is owned by the Canals and Rivers Trust and is leased to the 
grant applicant who is opening a tea room on the ground floor and 
refurbished holiday accommodation on the first floor. The site lies 
within the Caldon Canal Conservation Area and Churnet Valley 
Masterplan Area. 

The new tenants are undertaking an exemplar restoration and 
refurbishment of the building and as part of the works, wish to reinstate 
two traditional vertical boarded doors. These will cover two existing 
glazed door openings. A without prejudice start has been agreed and 
the works have now been completed. 

Two estimates have been received for the works, the lowest of which 
totals £1,905. The reinstatement of traditional side hung boarded doors 
enhances the characteristics of the former wharf building.  It is 
recommended that the reinstatement of traditional doors are supported 
and a grant totalling £952.50 is offered.  

Recommendation

That Members approve a grant of £952.50 (exc VAT) or 50% of eligible 
costs, whichever is the lesser, towards the cost of restoring traditional 
doors at Froghall Wharf, Froghall.

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• New doors to be manufactured and installed in accordance with 
the listed building consent SMD/2016/0579 and drawings 1618 
AL14 H, AL20 A and AL19 A. Any variations are to be agreed 
with the conservation officer prior to manufacture;

• Agree the exact details and specification for the finish of the 
doors and signage with the conservation officer.

3.4 Choir House Cheddleton: Renew and repair traditional joinery 
details

A grant application has been made by the Parochial Church Council of 
the Church of St. Edward The Confessor in Cheddleton. The Choir 
House, which is Grade 2 listed, is a solid stone building situated in the 



churchyard of the Grade 2 Listed Church. Whilst not listed individually, 
it is deemed listed as a curtilage structure. 

           The Choir House was originally used as the village school and was 
located in another part of the churchyard and was rebuilt stone by 
stone on its current site in the 19th century. The building is structurally 
sound but currently underused, as there are no communal or toilet 
facilities and very limited access for all. A project to upgrade the 
internal facilities, improve access and complete external repairs and 
restoration will bring the building back into use for community and 
church based groups. Improvements will allow the church to become a 
more vibrant and vital part of this community. 

The total estimated cost of the whole project is in the region of 
£90,000.00.  So far £70,000.00 has been secured through fund raising, 
including an All Churches Trust award of £1500.00. A without prejudice 
start has been agreed and the internal works are underway. 

Two estimates have been submitted for the eligible external works, the 
lowest of which totals £9,150. The repair, restoration and upgrading of 
the building will allow its full and continued use for the future.  It is 
recommended that the repair and reinstatement of traditional joinery 
details are supported and a maximum grant of £4,000 is offered.  

  
Recommendations

That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the cost of renewing and repairing traditional windows and 
doors at the Choir House, Cheddleton.

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• The exact details of the new doors, windows and finishes to be 
agreed with the conservation prior to manufacture.

3.5 Nabwood, Lake Road, Rudyard: Reinstatement od Staffordshire 
blue tiled roof. 

An application for grant assistance has been received from a property 
owner within the recently designated Rudyard Conservation Area. 
Nabwood lies along Lake Road and has been identified in the 
character appraisal as …..a modest gritstone detached house with 
canted ground floor bay windows and an ornate central doorcase,

The appraisal dates the building from 1900 – 1930 and identifies it as 
making a positive contribution to the character of the conservation 
area. One negative element to the property is the loss of its original 
tiled roof. There is a combination of both Staffordshire blue tiles and 
red tiles within the conservation area. The property retains the original 



Staffordshire blue tiles on its canted bays and it is proposed to 
reinstate matching tiles to the main roof.  

3 estimates have been received for the works, the lowest of which 
totals £13,700 (exc of VAT). The restoration of lost traditional roofing 
materials presents an opportunity to reverse later and inappropriate 
adaptations and enhance the characteristics of the conservation area. 
It is recommended that a maximum grant offer of £4,000 is approved 
towards the cost of eligible works. 

Recommendation

That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (exc VAT) towards 
the cost of reinstating Staffordshire blue tiles on a residential property 
within the Rudyard Conservation Area. 

The work is subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• That the new tiles to the main roof match the existing tiles to the 
canted bays in terms of materials, colour and size;

• A sample tile is agreed with the conservation officer prior to 
commencement of works.  

3.6 Endon with Stanley Parish Council: Grant applications for 3 
projects within the parish boundary.

Endon with Stanley Parish Council have submitted 3 grant applications 
for various projects within the parish boundary. These are listed below:

Stockton Brook Layby
This is a grant application for enhancement works to an existing 
layby/parking area within the village of Stockton Brook. It is located at 
the junction of Moss Hill and Leek Road and adjacent to the recently 
refurbished – Stockton Brook Gateway (also grant aided under the 
Moorlands Partnership Board). The project to enhance the layby 
consists of rationalising the parking areas into defined spaces using 
natural stone setts, resurfacing the area in tarmac and edging the area 
in concrete kerbs. The brick footpath proposed to the rear of the layby 
has been omitted and will be surfaced with mulch. 

Two estimates have been obtained for the works, the lowest of which 
totals £5,180. This project forms the second and final phase of works 
to visually enhance the entrance to Stockton Brook and builds upon 
the completed gateway feature. It is recommended that a 50% grant of 
£2,590 be offered towards the enhancement works. 

 
T E Hulme Memorial
The Parish Council have applied for funding to erect a stone memorial 
and plaque in commemoration of T E Hulme. T E Hulme was brought 



up in Endon Brook before attending St John’s College Cambridge. He 
was one of the most striking and original poets to preceed the First 
World War and wrote the first modernist poems. He became one of the 
most renowned war poets serving and dying during the First World 
War. 

The proposed stone memorial will commemorate his life and form a 
stopping point on the proposed parish heritage trail. The memorial will 
consist of a brass plaque mounted on a tall flat stone from Hollington 
quarry and be located at the junction of Leek Road and Parkfields. The 
Parish Council has secured an additional grant of £300 from the CCI 
fund.    

Two estimates have been received for the works the lowest of which 
totals £615. It is recommended that a 50% grant of £307.50 be offered 
towards the memorial. 

Village Interpretation Panels
An application for grant assistance has been received to undertake 
new artwork, repairs and decoration to two village interpretation panels 
in Endon. The existing boards are mounted on metal lecterns that were 
constructed in 1990. The panels have become waterlogged, out of 
date and undecipherable. On highways advice one of the boards will 
be relocated to Station Road. 

Two estimates have been received for the works the lowest of which 
totals £845. The parish Council have already secured additional grant 
funding totalling £600 from SCC and a CCI, therefore the Parish 
Council are seeking a contribution to the remaining balance of £245. 

Recommendations:

That members approve a total of 3 grant offers to Endon with Stanley 
Parish Council for the projects highlighted above and as detailed 
below:

 A 50% grant totalling £2,590 (exc VAT) towards the cost of 
eligible works totalling £5,180 towards the enhancement of 
Stockton Brook layby;

 A 50% grant totalling £307.50 (exc VAT) towards the cost of 
eligible works totalling £615 towards the T E Hulme memorial;

 A grant contribution of £245 (exc VAT) towards the cost of 
eligible works totalling £845 towards the repair of two village 
interpretation panels. 

3.6 St Edward’s Summerhouses. 

The former St Edward’s Hospital is Grade II listed and has been 
converted into flats. The hospital was the former North Staffordshire 
Asylum built circa 1895.  There are 5 summerhouses within the 



grounds. These are not listed individually, but deemed listed as 
curtilage structures. The management company who own the site have 
prepared a detailed specification of works for the repair of each 
summerhouse. Overall the scope of works consist of the following:

 Timber and leadwork repairs to roofs including the 
reinstatement of missing finials;

 Window and timber frame repairs including the replacement of  
missing and broken glazing;

 Renew cast iron rainwater goods;
 Redecoration.

They have been unable to obtain detailed estimates for the works in 
time for the committee deadline, but they anticipate the costs to be in 
the region of £15,000. 

Recommendations: 

That Members approve a maximum grant of £4,000 (inc of VAT) 
towards the cost of the works anticipated to be in the region of 
£15,000, subject to the standard grant scheme conditions and the 
following technical conditions:

• That the scope of works and detailed repairs are carried out in 
accordance with the specification of works dated Oct 2016 and 
any variations agreed with the conservation officer; 

• Colour schemes to be agreed with the conservation officer;
• A minimum of two detailed estimates are obtained for the works 

and the grant offer revised accordingly should the works fall 
below £8,000. 

4. Anticipated Applications

Members may be interested to note the following list of anticipated 
grant applications that, subject to funding, are likely to come forward at 
the next Moorlands Partnership Meeting:

 Russell St enhancements;
 Biddulph Town Council various small memorial projects;
 Flint Mill Cheddleton; 
 Cheadle railway interpretation panel.

5 Implications

5.1 Community Safety: Nil.

5.2 Workforce: Nil.

5.3 Equality and Diversity This report has been compiled in 
accordance with the Council’s Diversity and 



 Equality Policies.

5.4 Financial: Any funding approvals will be financed from 
the Partnership’s existing allocated budget.

5.5 Legal: Nil.

5.6 Sustainability: The repair and reuse of historic buildings 
contributes significantly to sustainability.

Dai Larner

Executive Director 
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